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Sharon Osbourne

Unauthorized, Uncensored - Understood

Sue Crawford

Description

For decades Sharon Osbourne has governed the career of her husband, the legendary

Ozzy Osbourne, and transformed her entire family into international superstars, grossing

a £100 million fortune in the process. She is not just another rock wife. She is a woman

who has carved out her own path, and enjoyed immense success as a result. Sharon

Osbourne: Unauthorized, Uncensored - Understood explores the real woman behind the

relentless media circus, tracing Sharon's life from her rebellious adolescence to the drink-

and-drug-fuelled years on the road with Ozzy, right through to her current incarnation as

an X Factor judge and popular TV star. The book also examines the agonizing times of

Sharon's life, as well as the triumphs, providing an in-depth profile of the most powerful

woman in rock. It reveals not only the 'marketing genius' careerist familiar to us all, but

also a true icon for our times. The book is fully updated to include Sharon's problems with

her health and Ozzy's relapse into drink and drugs, as well as her spectacular return to

The X Factor as a judge for the tenth series of the show.

Sales Points

Fully updated with the latest goings-on in Sharon's life, including her return as a judge
on The X Factor and how she dealt with Ozzy's relapse into drink and drugs
Includes all the behind-the-scenes gossip of her marriage to Ozzy, her family, her time
on The X Factor and as a major player in the music industry
Perfect for fans of this remarkable woman
The previous bestselling editions have sold over 130,000 copies to date
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